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Abstract

Government enacts rules & regulations. People are bound to follow those rules and regulations in
their everyday life. Human brains do the computation for generating conclusions to take decisions on
different circumstances applying those rules. A Human being does not need any external rule reasoner.
However, nowadays data is generated by different automated systems, and inserted, updated, deleted in
different database design formats. So, the decision-making becomes difficult by generating required
conclusions from large repositories of data having multiple formats. Therefore, artificial intelligence
in form of the Rule Based System can help to mitigate this problem by analyzing the conclusions from
the given facts. But, the existing Rule Based Systems processes the adverse events from only one data
sources at a single time and manually generates the facts. In this circumstance, the study proposes
an automated Rule Based System, which is capable of generating conclusions as output for the given
input queries. The study results in a database independent Rule Based method with dynamic predicate
generation & translation for analyzing the stored adverse events from multiple databases by applying
the predefined set of rules and regulations. The formal rules are generated using Defeasible Logic (DL)
to efficiently handle the logic-based implementation of the proposed methodology. In addition, the
proposed system includes SPINdle rule engine to generate required conclusions by loading the formal
rules that are generated using the DL. The resulting Rule Based Reporting System (RuleRS) integrates
simultaneous reasoning generation from the adverse events along with the existing Rule Based Systems
to get the argumentation from multiple relational databases. It also supports the easy integration of
additional data sources for generating assumptions. The output is sent to the I/O section for showing the
generated reports. The study also conducted an empirical evaluation for the single sources (i.e., FAERS
& ChildSafe database separately) and proposed RuleRS in reasoning simultaneously from multiple
sources of data (i.e., FAERS & ChildSafe database concurrently). The evaluation result is promising to
integrate the developed system with the existing RuleRS.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Background

Government enacts various rules and regulations. Public & private organizations, scientific research
institutes, and other related agencies are obliged to follow those rules. Rules and regulations of public &
private organizations are used to regulate the activities of organizational behaviors. They are also part of
business processes, operations, and practices so that they are obliged to follow a set of rules [4] [5]. So,
rules and regulations are enforced to process commercial, non-commercial and scientific data source
(FDA adverse events (FAERS) [6] and Childcare database (ChidlSafeDB) [7] for this experiment) and
the experimental result can be used to take prospective actions or decisions.

In everyday life, a specific business strategy is obliged by various organizations [8]. Business and
government organizations annually spend crores of taka to develop andmaintain Rule Based information
gathering systems. Rule Based Systems are autonomous because they can understand context changes
and respond accordingly without user intervention [9]. The study on Rule Based Systems generates
outcome which can be implemented in any organization for improving the effectiveness and efficiency
of that organization [10]. For example, jurisdictional Rule Based Systems are used to judge the incidents
of individuals and organizations. And, the service Rule Based Systems are used to recruit job seekers
to different vacant posts. Also, all the posts must meet different criteria. Most of the rules are written in
the paper. So, taking decisions using Rule Based Systems with strict rules and regulations may result
in minimizing the time consumption and increase efficiency.

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) takes initiatives for the protection of peoples health
with safety, efficacy, and security of radiation emitted drugs and equipment [6]. FDA always try to
minimize the threats to human health by any means. And, the childcare database stores the information
regarding Childcare attendance, Childcare facility characteristics, child and family characteristics, and
hospitalizations [7]. Also, the Child Care Online Management System preserves data (adverse events)
in the relational database (i.e., ChildSafeDB) to detect the Child’s abuse information. The study
uses data from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Childcare management System
(ChildSafeDB) for designing the proposed Rule Based Reporting System to create reports based on a
set of rules. The data from both the databases are selected for the nature of adverse events. So that,
we can research various study using compliances to process available data using Rule Based Reporting
Systems. Through analysis is completed on any patient using a set of pre-defined and custom conditions.
In summary, the proposed Rule Based Reporting System is able to process the adverse events from all
the available databases using SPINdle rule reasoner[11][3], defeasible logic and a pre-defined set of
compliances.

The idea of PLIS+ applications [8]which is a Rule Based Personalized Location Information System
and Personalization of Rule BasedWeb Services [12] [13] is the main encouragement of this Rule Based
study. The development of a Rule Based Expert System model for fraud alert in consumer credit [9]
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was designed for secure banking transactions. These Rule Based Systems used to monitor and analyze
the data over certain rules. And, they suggest the circumstances on the occurred event.

And, in Database Integration for Defeasible Logic Programming (DBI-DeLP), the rule reasoned
is a DBI-DeLP server which provides domain logic, strict rules, defeasible rules, and other operators
to process argumentation over the data from relational databases. They also have a DBI-DeLP core
which is a base for the operational tasks of DBI-DeLP server [14]. Also, this research idea guides to
introduce the features of Predicate Translation Database (PRTDB) in the existing Rule Based Reporting
Systems. Moreover, the Data Source Retrieval (DSR) function and Presumption Retrieval Function
(PRF) is introduced as part of the Domain Data Integrator (DDI) which is already described in [14].

Our study on the proposed Rule Based Reporting System (RuleRS) [1] on adverse events integrates
rules and regulations [15] for generating reports and alerts from generated data of this technology-laden
world [16]. Most of the organizational data are stored in databases (i.e., relational databases). The study
also ensures that the decisions can bemade over different formats of data for different organizational data
sources. The data from different sources are automatically selected based on the requirements of the
users which is then compiled through the provided guidelines for generating Rule Based assumptions.

1.2 Motivation

Application data is generated from various types of applications which are used to manage the orga-
nizational resources. In most of the cases, the generated data is stored in relational databases. The
decision makers need to make decisions analyzing the stored data using defined rules & regulations.
Among them, the Rule Based System can provide a specific solution to the problem at hand by using
rules & regulations in processing stored adverse events. There are many Rule Based Systems, which
can generate conclusions from the stored adverse events. But, most of them do not use SPINdle rule
engine and Defeasible Logic (DL) for reasoning from data sources. We have studied that [1][2] uses
SPINdle rule engine and Defeasible Logic (DL) for efficient reasoning from a large repository of data.
But, none of them supports simultaneous reasoning from multiple data sources using SPINdle rule
engine, Defeasible Logic. Also, the relational database schema is different from one organization to
another. So, decision making from multiple sources becomes difficult in those cases. The above-
illustrated problems guided us to the study to generate simultaneous conclusions from multiple data
sources(introducing database independence) using SPINdle rule engine, Defeasible Logic and Database
Integration for DeLP (DBI-DeLP) framework which efficiently solves the problem at hand.

1.3 Problem Statement

The hard part is to analyze the data from completely different relational databases having different
formats. And, there are difficulties in integrating two or more databases together for analyzing the
required conclusions simultaneously. In addition, the study requires to reason from a large repository
of data. Also, the pre-defined rules & regulations are required to be applied to make decisions from
the available data sources. There exists logic based conflict when trying to implement the analysis
of data using rules. Moreover, the development of source code requires prerequisite software and the
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knowledge of JAVA programming language. All the above-mentioned difficulties are taken in action
during the implementation of the Rule Based Reporting System to generate simultaneous conclusions
from multiple data sources.

1.4 Objectives

The growing need for data analysis for conclusions and reporting is a great problem nowadays. There are
a huge amount of structured and unstructured data sets. Data are generated byGovernment organizations,
professional organizations, educational institutions, scientific research, sensors and more. The study
on Rule Based Reporting System (RuleRS) covers the integration of rules and regulations for making a
decision over adverse events data. Therefore, ourmain objective of this study is to generate simultaneous
reports and alerts from stored adverse events in multiple databases using DL and SPINdle rule reasoner
applying a set of rules.

However, the existing systems like PLIS+ applications[8], Rule Based Expert System model[13]
and others do not focus on using DL and SPINdle rule reasoner for adverse events along with the rules
and regulations. But, the Rule Based Online Management System [1]and the Rule Based Reporting
Systems [2] provides a better solution for reporting on the adverse events. But the above-mentioned
Rule Based Systems do not generate simultaneous conclusions from multiple data sources. So, the
objective of this study on Rule Based Reporting System can be stated as follows:

• To achieve the database independent (reasoning from multiple databases) analysis of adverse
events using Rule Based Reporting Systems. So that, any type of data can be processed through
the proposed system, no matter what is the database.

• To gather the required formal rules and regulations for processing adverse events from multiple
data sources (i.e., FAERS & ChildSafe database).

• To use additional data(adverse events) stored in databases of Relational Databases Management
Systems (RDBMS) (i.e., PostgreSQL).

• To generate facts which are used as predicates from the available database records that are saved
in a file with SQL & JSON file format using Defeasible Logic.

• To apply the pre-defined rules and regulations to generate reports from available data sources.
• Togenerate conclusions using the SPINdle rule reasoner utilizing pre-defined rules and regulations
to send to the I/O interface for visualization.

• To generate Rule Based Report for the time consumption for the data analysis to make best
decisions from FAERS & ChildSafe database jointly and separately.

• To minimize the risks involved in this Rule Based implementation of the proposed Rule Based
Reporting System.

So, the study on Rule Based Reporting Systems focuses on achieving the aforementioned objectives to
satisfy the user requirements using Rule Based Systems.
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1.5 Scope of the Thesis

Why the study have introduced the database independence(reasoning frommultiple data sources) feature
extraction method to the existing Rule Based systems? The existing Rule Based Reporting Systems
focuses on achieving the goal by formatting only one database information and the rules against that.
But, the database independent model generates the rules according to the user requirements and the
facts are also defined dynamically to increase the user-friendliness of the system. The study uses two
available databases as FAERS & ChildSafe for taking decisions from stored adverse events. So, we
designed a system which can accommodate two or more databases at a time to generate assumptions.
The study also focuses to use Defeasible Logic (DL) to protect the logic based error propagation and
the SPINdle rule engine for generating conclusions according to the provided guidelines as a theory.
Finally, the Database Integration for Defeasible Logic Programming (DBI-DeLP) framework is included
to introduce the database independence feature with the proposed Rule Based Reporting Systems.

1.6 Contributions

The study focuses on the development of a new Rule-Based Reporting System, which efficiently
integrates multiple databases for simultaneous reasoning. The studymitigates the problem of generating
conclusions fromonly a single data source at a single time. The proposedmethod extends the capabilities
of the existing Rule Based Systems which is compatible to generate assumptions from the multiple
data sources. It can accommodate a large repository of data for reasoning. So, the enterprises are
facilitated with decision making instantly from multiple sources using defined rules & regulations. The
contributions for the study on Rule Based Reporting Systems is given below.

• The study introduces the integration of multiple data sources (i.e., database independence) in
Rule Based Reporting Systems.

• The study integrates multiple relational databases with different formats.
• The study utilizesDBI-DeLP framework’sData SourceRetrieval (DSR) function and Presumption
Retrieval Function (PRF) for implementing database independent Rule Based Reasoning System.

• The study uses Defeasible Logic (DL) [17] which is a nonmonotonic formalism [18] [19] based
on rules and a priority relation on them. So, the DL generates rules with precedence from the
stored data.

• The study uses SPINdle as the Rule Based reasoner with the Defeasible Logic (DL) theories to
process the conclusions from different sources of relational databases.

• The study uses SPINdle which supports reasoning with ambiguity propagation and well-founded
semantics.

• The study uses the I/O section to visualize the generated conclusions from the Rule Based
Reporting Systems.

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into eight chapters and an appendix A (for programming implementation of
the functions). The following chapter briefly describes the related works for the study on the Rule
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Based Reporting Systems. The third chapter explains the theoretical considerations which include
descriptions and usage policy for the defeasible logic and SPINdle rule engine. The following chapter
briefly describes the existing RuleRS architecture with I/O interface, predicate generation, and formal
rules. The fifth chapter explains the developed methodology for the integration of new features(i.e.,
simultaneously generating assumptions frommultiple databases) with the existing Rule BasedReporting
Systems (RuleRS). The next one describes the implementation of the newly developed methodology for
the Rule Based Reporting Systems. The seventh chapter describes the experimental setup for running
and testing the developed RuleRS application using the computational resources. Finally, evaluation
results are illustrated for the developed Rule Based Reporting System with conclusions future extension
of the proposed study on the Rule Based Reporting Systems.
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Chapter II

Literature Review

The study on Rule Based Systems for the analysis of adverse events enables the possibility to enhance
the relationship between data and processing systems. Also, rules can be applied simultaneously to
different formats of databases to fetch the conclusions for making decisions on adverse events.

2.1 Related Works

The Rule Based study started the RuleRS architecture development by describing the analysis of the fact
that various business, enterprises, and agencies may require to generate decisions and reports (along
with other obligation) based on regulations and policies align with their existing database records.
Whereas traditional Database Management Systems (DBMSs) are not active in the sense that their
overall focus has been to execute commands (e.g., query, update, delete) as and when requested by the
user or application program [20], rule engines cooperate with the rule repository and the underlying
database.

2.1.1 Rule Engines

Prior approaches for rule engines can be classified into one of five types as Prolog-based, production and
reactive rules, deductive databases, triple engines, and knowledge bases [21]. The prolog-based system
is defined as a top-down inference engine. While various applications have been used prolog-based
system (e.g., XSB 1; Yap2), their common focus has been to deliver a complete environment for building
applications [21]. Deductive databases, which are the extension of the Database Management System
(DBMS), typically Structure Query Language (SQL) and design storage around a logical model of data
[22]. These approaches can be seen in various systems: DLV3; IRIS4; and Ontobroker5. Production
and reactive Rule Based Systems are the bottom-up engines where rules have actions in the consequent
[21]. All of these systems (e.g., Drools6; Jess 7 Prova8) are based on (a version of) the Rete algorithm
[21]. Triple engines have been used two rule engines: a bottom-up engine and a top-down one for
Semantic Web applications [21]. A few prior systems that used rule engines based on triples are Jena9,
SwiftOWLIM10 and BigOWLIM 11. Knowledgebase engine such as CYC12 is an integration of domain

1http://xsb.sourceforge.net accessed on 14 November 2018
2http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~vsc/Yap/ accessed on 14 November 2018
3http://www.dlvsystem.com/ accessed on 15 November 2018
4http://sourceforge.net/projects/iris-reasoner/ accessed on 15 November 2018
5http://www.semafora-systems.com/en/products/ontobroker/ accessed on 16 November 2018
6http://www.drools.org accessed on 16 November 2018
7http://www.jessrules.com/jess/index.shtml accessed on 16 November 2018
8https://prova.ws accessed on 16 November 2018
9http://jena.apache.org accessed on 16 November 2018
10https://confluence.ontotext.com/display/OWLIMv35/SwiftOWLIM+Introduction last accessed on 16

November 2018
11https://confluence.ontotext.com/display/OWLIMv35/BigOWLIM+Introduction accessed on 16 November

2018
12http://www.cyc.com accessed on 16 November 2018

http://xsb.sourceforge.net
http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~vsc/Yap/
http://www.dlvsystem.com/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/iris-reasoner/
http://www.semafora-systems.com/en/products/ontobroker/
http://www.drools.org
http://www.jessrules.com/jess/index.shtml
https://prova.ws
http://jena.apache.org
https://confluence.ontotext.com/display/OWLIMv35/SwiftOWLIM+Introduction
https://confluence.ontotext.com/display/OWLIMv35/BigOWLIM+Introduction
http://www.cyc.com
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knowledge for solving classical and common sense reasoning based complex problems. According to
Liang et al. [21], although Ontobroker was not the best system in all of the mentioned Rule Based
System, Ontobreaker (and partly DLV) was assigned to be the best performing systems.

Moreover, Rule Based Systems have great potential for applied research. One of the first popular
computational uses of Rule Based Systems was the work by Newell and Simon on the General Problem
Solver [23]. In this work, production rules were used to model human problem-solving behavior.
However, the mathematical model of production systems was used much earlier by Post in the domain
of symbolic logic [24].

2.1.2 Datasets

Data is generated from different sources and they are stored in different formats. A large repository
of adverse events requires intelligence in the processing system to generate the required outcome. The
data sources of an adverse event for data mining of the public version of the FDA Adverse Event
Reporting System (AERS) which has a reproducibility of clinical observations[25]. And, the strengths
& limitations for the FDA adverse events are stated in [26]. Also, the childcare database which is a
valuable register linkage [7] is a large repository of data used to implement the proposed method.

Integration of knowledge-based systems with the databases [27] results in an expert system for
processing adverse events. The integration of the Rule Based Expert System, a case-based reasoner
and an ontological knowledge-base [28] can process conclusions from large repositories of data. The
Rule Based System follows the rich model of business process compliance [29] to prepare the required
output. There has been researching for generating conclusions based on normative requirements for
regulatory compliance [30].

2.1.3 Rule Based Systems

Rule Based Systems are designed to generate conclusions for enterprise databases. We have studied a
practical introduction to Rule Based Expert Systems [31] which provided the idea of the Rule Based
System and the required methods for analyzing data. We have learned about Rule Based Systems
working procedure from research on Personalized Location Information System (PLIS+) application[8]
and Rule Based Web Services [12] [13]. Also, a Rule Based Expert System model for fraud alert in
consumer credit [9] helps us to learn secure banking transactions through Rule Based Systems. A Rule
Based diagnosis system for diagnosis of diabetes [32] helped to understand the utilization of Rule Based
Systems in the area of medical services. And, the validation algorithm [33] guided us to the algorithmic
implementation of the proposed Rule Based System and its performance over traditional systems. A
thorough research is completed on Rule Based Online Management System (RuleOMS) [1] & Rule
Based Reporting Systems (RuleRS) [2] which lacks the feature of integrating multiple sources of data
using dynamically generated predicates. But the existing Rule Based Systems only work by accessing
a single source of data at a time. To accommodate the extended feature of the Rule Based System, we
propose a model which can integrate multiple sources with dynamically generated facts.
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2.1.4 Defeasible Logic

Defeasible Logic is the base for implementing Rule Based Reporting Systems. It is already proved that
reasoning usingDefeasible Logic results in better decisionsmaking over large dataset. Defeasible theory
can be used as a guide in the construction of a theory for defeasible reasoning, and a computer program
implementing that theory [17]. The generated defeasible theory deals with a subset of defeasible
reasoning [17]. Most of the reasoning of human actions can be denoted as defeasible reasoning [34].
Since around 1980, considerable research in AI has focused on how to model reasoning of this sort. The
defeasible theory can be used for normative reasoning, learning, planning, and other types of automated
reasoning. Defeasible theory can be used as argument to embed in different complex systems for
real-world applications, and allow more formal work to be done in different circumstances, such as AI
and Law, case-based reasoning and negotiation among intelligent agents [35].

2.1.5 SPINdle Rule Reasoner

TheRule Based study requires a rule engine because there have been prior studies which have established
various advantages of improving systems using rule engines13. The key aspects of using Rule Based
Systems can be listed as follows: natural knowledge representation, uniform structure, separation of
knowledge from its processing and dealing with incomplete and uncertain knowledge 14.

2.1.6 Multiple Database Integration

Moreover, in Database Integration for Defeasible Logic Programming (DBI-DeLP), the rule reasoned
is a DBI-DeLP server which provides domain logic, strict rules, defeasible rules and other operators
for processing argumentation over the data from relational databases. They also have a DBI-DeLP
core which is a base for the operational tasks of DBI-DeLP server [14]. The model of consistent
query & answering [36] and defeasible argumentation over relational databases [37] leads us to process
relational data. These research outcome guided us to introduce simultaneous multiple data source
access in RuleRS [1] [2] which generated the new theme of adverse event processing from multiple data
sources through dynamic generation of predicates and translation into PRTDB [14] using Rule Based
Systems. Also, we have generated dynamic predicates and automatically converted those predicates
into the records of PRTDB using the outcome of RDB to RDF translation approaches and tools [38].

Indeed, the above-illustrated Rule Based Systems [1][2] [8][12][13][9] illustrates how the rule based
systems work for retrieving information from single source of data. The [36] illustrates how we can
retrieve data from multiple data sources to be processed using Rule Based Systems. The merging of
these two different methods generate a new processing engine to retrieve data from multiple sources of
data.

13http://java.sys-con.com/node/45082 accessed on 15 November 2018
14http://intelligence.worldofcomputing.net/expert-systems-articles/rule-based-expert-systems.

html accessed on 14 November 2018

http://java.sys-con.com/node/45082
http://intelligence.worldofcomputing.net/expert-systems-articles/rule-based-expert-systems.html
http://intelligence.worldofcomputing.net/expert-systems-articles/rule-based-expert-systems.html
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Chapter III

Theoretical Considerations

The study utilizes the computational features of the Defeasible Logic to minimize the violations and
ambiguity among the defined rules by the business organizations. And, the SPINdle rule reasoner inputs
the theories generated using the logic based implementations of the Defeasible Logic and generate the
conclusions which are visualized using the I/O interface of the proposed architecture for the Rule Based
Systems.

3.1 Defeasible Logic

The study integrates database independent adverse event analysis mechanism using Rule Based System
that uses Defeasible Logic (DL) [17] [16] which is a non-monotonic formalism based on rules and
a priority relation on them. Non-monotonic feature of DL can deal with potential conflicts among
knowledge items [39]. DL helps to meet the strict requirement of the data analysis. The study uses
DL as a formal framework to model protocols and strategies for automated negotiation [40]. It has
been significantly used in the legal domain such as modeling regulations [41], e-contracting [42][43],
business processes compliance [44] [45] and automatic negotiation system [40]. The DL generates
rules with precedence from the stored data. The study uses the SQL syntax to fetch data from the
database based on the rules and regulations. Then, formal rules are generated to process the dataset.
Data is then converted into an intermediate JSON file.

Legal reasoning can be completed using Defeasible Logic (DL). Because [46] states a strong
logic that DL is better than other available formalisms in reasoning for legal environments. It has
been proved that Defeasible Deontic Logic is widely used for the developed applications for legal
reasoning[47, 42, 45, 48]. Moreover, [49, 48] states that the Defeasible Deontic Logic is free from the
logic based error propagation due to action of one logic with another logic for reasoning using legal
norms & compliances. Defeasible Deontic Logic prepares a concrete environment for reasoning[50]
which empowers the computation of theories in linear time. Also, Defeasible Deontic Logic can be
used for representing the obligations in a suitable way. This research work explains a solution to
reason from multiple data sources using dynamically generated predicates. Also, the conversion is
dynamically performed from SQL type predicates into records for the tables of Predicate Translation
Database (PRTDB). The study proposes a feasible solution to evaluate the child’s risk prediction process
from ChildSafe database[51]. And, also extracted the conclusion from the adverse events of the FAERS
database (FDA dataset)[52].

Donald Nute [34] proposed that the Defeasible Logic (DL) is like a “skeptical" nonmonotonic
logic. Also the contradictory conclusions are not supported by the DL. Legal reasoning has been more
successfully accomplished using the DL. E-contracting [42, 43], modeling regulations [41], automatic
negotiation system [40], and business processes compliance [44, 29] are already implemented using the
features of the DL. Moreover, the DL covers the features like “Decision support”, “Anomaly detection”,
“Explanation”, “Hypothetical reasoning” and “Debugging” tasks for reasoning. So, the “Anomaly
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detection” is used to detect any kind of unnatural behaviors of the defeasible rules. And, the “Decision
support” provides the concrete answer to the given question based on the input rules & regulations. The
DL is most likely the solution to the problem of rules conflicting other related rules. [41] also agrees
for the conflict resolution feature of the rules using the DL.

A defeasible theory T contains facts, defeasible rules, strict rules, defeaters and a superiority relation
as the five kinds of knowledge. Defeasible theory is a logic program and works as a knowledge base[53].
T consists of a triple (F,R,�). In the triple, the F represents the finite sets of literals or facts, the R
represents the associated rules for the computation, and the� represents the superiority relation for the
associated rules R.

A finite set of literals are included in the language that describes the DL. For a given scenario we
can represent a literal as an atomic assumption or as the negation of the assumption. Given a input
literal i, ∼i denotes its complement. That is, if i = a then ∼i = ¬a, and if i = ¬a then ∼i = a. Here,
i denotes the input literal and the a denotes the computed assumption for the input literal.

Facts are like logical statements which describes the indisputable facts. The facts are represented
either in the form of states of affairs (literal or modal literal (refer to section 3.1.1)) or actions that have
been completed which are considered to be true for every condition. For example, “John is a human”
is represented by: human(John).

For example, we can consider that a rule r which describes the relations between the defined set
of literals. And, A(r) represents the antecedents for the defined rule which may be empty and C(r)
represents the consequence for the computation using the rule r. The strength associated with the rule
DL is represented by using any of the following: strict, defeasible, and defeater.

In other words, Strict rules are concluded as strict if the premises for the rule is indisputable (e.g. a
fact) then so is the conclusion. For instance,

human(X)→ mammal(X)

concludes that “All the human are mammal”.
The antecedents for the strict rules can be empty which can be treated as the facts. Facts describe

contextual information and the rules are used for reasoning from the given input.
Defeasible rules are defined rules that can be defeated by opposite evidence. For instance, generally

mammal cannot fly, written in formal:

mammal(X)⇒ ¬flies(X)

The plan behind this is if we can know that X is a mammal, then we can conclude that it is not able to
fly unless there is another rule that is not defeated and the related evidence suggesting that it is able to
fly (for instance the mammal may be a bat). A presumption can be fetched for a defeasible rule which
contains an empty antecedent.

Defeaters are rules that are useless to draw any assumptions. They can be only used to restrict some
assumptions, i.e., to oppose some defeasible rules by generating proof in the opposite direction. For
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instance, it can be represented as the following:

heavy(X) ¬flies(X)

describes that an animal which is heavy is not enough to conclude that the heavy mammal can not fly.
It is the evidence which is against the conclusion that a heavy animal can fly. In contrary, we are not
able to conclude that ¬flies if heavy, we can prevent an assumption that flies.

This study recommeds to briefly study [47, 54] for understanding the full explanation of the proof
theory and other related descriptions. In short, suppose the rules with the conclusion c prepares a group
that makes competition with another group that consists the rules with conclusion ¬c. If the first group
wins then c is defeasibly provable. But, if the opposing group wins, c is concluded as non-provable. To
make a summary of the discussion, let’s consider T is a generated theory in DL (which is explained in
the above discussion). An assumption of T is defined as a tagged literal and the assumption can contain
four forms that is described in the following : +∆r concludes that r can be definitely provable in T (i.e.
using only facts and strict rules); −∆r concludes that it is proved that r can not be definitely provable
in T; +∂r concludes that r is defeasible provable in T; and −∂r concludes that it is proved that r can
not be defeasible provable in T .

Strict rules are used for strict derivations that are acknowledged by using forward chaining. We
can conclude that c is defeasibly provable if a rule is responsible to generate c as the conclusion. And,
the ¬c can not be proved as the conclusion in-spite of the prerequisites for a case. So, a conclusion is
strictly provable if there is no other rules stronger than the defined rule and the ¬c is not provable, or in
other words all the other rules are weaker for proving ¬c than the rules accounted for c.

3.1.1 Defeasible Deontic Logic

There are constitutive rules and prescriptive rules which are the defined type of rules for the legal
reasoning. In the legal reasoning, constitutive rules are used to create a model for the terms and
specified parameters for the pre-defined legal documents. For instance, defining the terms described
in the constitution of a country. In contrary, prescriptive rules guides to the encoding for prohibitions,
obligations, permissions etc along with the conditions which can be applied according to the legal
document. Deontic operators are used to supplement the prescriptive rules which enable successful
modeling of the provisions. In our study, we utilized the classifications which are defined by [55, 56].
Also, we find that [29] describes the full details for logics which have techniques related to removing
constraints. The following notations are used for representing constraints and permissions:

• [P]p: p is permitted;
• [OM]p: there is a maintenance constraint for p;1
• [OAPP]p: there is an achievement preemptive and perdurant obligation for p;
• [OAPNP]p: there is an achievement preemptive and non-perdurant constraints for p;
• [OANPP]p: there is an achievement non-preemptive and perdurant constraints for p;
• [OANPNP]p: there is an achievement non-preemptive and non-perdurant constraints for p.

1Prohibitions can be expressed as maintenance constraints with a negated content, i.e., [OM]¬p.
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The ‘reparation chain’ assists in building compensations [57]. It can be represented as an expression
like the following:

[O1]c1 ⊗ [O2]c2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ [On]cn,

In the above expression, [Oi] represents an obligation, and all the ci is the content for the obligation
which is modeled by the literal. The ‘reparation chain’ means as we have that c1 is obligatory, but if the
obligation of c1 is violated, i.e., we have ¬c1, then the violation is compensated by c2 (which is then
treated as obligatory). But if [O2]c2 is prohibited, then the prohibition is compensated by c3 which,
after the violation of c2, becomes obligatory, and so on.

Deontic expressions are allowed by the Defeasible Deontic Logic to be included in the content of a
rule except for the ‘reparation chains’. So, the rules can be represented as follows:

drugStore, [P]sellDrug⇒ [OM]showLicense⊗ [OAPNP]payFine

The above rule means that if a drug store has a license to sell drug (i.e, it is permitted to sell the drug,
[P]sellDrug), then it has a maintenance constraint to expose the license ([OM]showLicense), if it fails
to do so then it has to pay a fine ([OAPNP]payFine). The constraint to pay the fine is non-preemptive
(meaning that it cannot be paid before the violation). Binary relation over rules is introduced with
the logic which is called superiority relation. The superiority relation allows us to handle all the rules
having conflicting conclusions. For instance, a rule r1 setting a general prohibition. And, suppose r2
is another rule which is responsible for derogating the prohibition to permit the conclusions generated
by the rule. It is a very common scenario in legal reasoning. It can be modeled by stating that r2 is
“stronger” than r1 using symbols like s > r. If both of the rules apply, then we can say that r2 defeats
r1. We have studied [42, 29, 58] for a full description of the logic and its features.

A set of rules and facts are responsible to derive the obligations , permissions and prohibitions by
reasoning.

[O]p is an obligation where [O], [Ox] and [Dy] which are described below and the placeholders for
the obligations which are described above can be derivable if:

1. [O]p is given as one of the facts, or
2. there is a rule

r : a1, . . . an ⇒ [O1]p1 ⊗ [Om]pm ⊗ [O]p . . .

such that
(a) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai is provable, and
(b) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, [Oj]pj and ¬pj are provable, and
(c) for every rules

s : b1, . . . , bk ⇒ [D1]q1 ⊗ [Dl]ql ⊗ [D]p′

such that p′ is the negation of p, either
i. exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that bi is not provable, or
ii. exists 1 ≤ j ≤ l such that is either [Dj]qj or ¬qj is not provable, or
iii. r defeats s.
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One rule must be in action so that all the antecedents elements are provable (a), and in case conclusions
are an obligation for a reparation, all the related obligations before it has to be prohibited. On that case,
the prohibited obligations were in action (the obligations were provable) to have evidence that it was
violated (the negation of the content of each violated obligation is provable) (b). Also, we can ensure
that there is no rule for the opposite that fire (c), and if it happens, these rules becomes weaker than the
rule which is responsible for the obligation that we want to conclude.

Same conditions apply for the permissions. It is represented as [P]p instead of [O]p. Moreover, we
can make a conclusion as [P]p if we can make a conclusion as [O]p. [59, 50, 29, 58] explains more about
semantics, deontic operator conversions, conflict detection & resolutions, and algorithm implementing
this Rule Based System.

3.2 SPINdle Rule based Reasoner

SPINdle Rule Based reasoner2 [11] is a Java-based implementation of DL [47, 34] that computes the
extension of a defeasible theory. SPINdle supports Modal DL, all types of DL rule, such as facts, strict
rules, defeasible rules, defeaters, and superiority. A full description of SPINdle is out of scope for the
current study, we refer the interested readers to [11] for details.

3.2.1 SPINdle System Architecture

SPINdle is written in Java which consists of three major components (Figure: 3.1): the Rule Parser, the
Theory Normalizer and the Inference Engine.

Figure 3.1: SPINdle Architecture

2SPINdleReasoner is available to download freely from http://spindle.data61.csiro.au/spindle/tools.html
accessed on 15 November 2018 under LGPL license agreement

http://spindle.data61.csiro.au/spindle/tools.html
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SPINdle takes defeasible logic theories which is denoted using XML or plain text (with pre-defined
syntax). The Rule Parser is used to convert the theory from a kept theory document into a data structure
that can be handled in the next module. The nature of the rule parser is rather similar to the Logic
Program Loader module of the DR-Device family of applications industrialized by [39]. After loading
a theory into SPINdle, users are able to modify/manipulate the theory according to their applications
requirement. The I/O Interface module in Figure: 3.1 provides useful means for helping users to load
and save (altered) theory (also the resulting conclusions) to and from the database. Theories can also be
transferred using XML syntaxes for agent interaction, which is a common consequence in the Semantic
Web.

3.2.2 SPINdle Inference Process

Thewhole inference procedure comprises of two phases: A pre-processing stagewhere the study convert
the theory using the systems described in [47] into a corresponding theory without superiority relation
and defeaters, which later helps to simplify the reasoning procedure in the reasoning engine. The
”Theory Normalizer” module in Figure: 3.1 carry out this procedure by further breaking it down into
three linear transformations: one to transform the theory to consistent form, one to void the superiority
relation and one to void the defeaters. In addition to this, the theory normalizer also transforms rules
with multiple heads into equivalent sets of rules with single head. It is expected that the transformed
theory will produce the same sets of conclusions in the language of the theory they transform. Following
[53] (a.k.a. the Delores algorithm), the assumptions origination stage (the Inference Engine module) is
based on a series of (theory) transformations that allow us in two ways: (i) to assert whether a literal is
verifiable or not (and the strength of its derivation) and (ii) to gradually reduce and simplify a theory.
The reasoner will, in turn:

• Assert each and every fact (as an atom) as a conclusion and eliminate the atom from the rules
where the atom happens positively in the body and “deactivates” (remove) the rule(s) where the
atom occurs undesirably in the body. The atom is then detached from the list of atoms.

• Scanning of the list of rules for rules with an empty head. It takes the head element as an atom
and searches for the rule(s) with conflicting head. If there are no such rules then the atom is
involved to the list of facts and the rule will be detached from the theory. Otherwise, the atom
will append to the pending conclusion list until all rule(s) with contradictory head can be verified
negatively.

• Execute the first step again.
• The algorithm terminates when one among the two phases fails or when the list of facts is empty.
On extinction the reasoner produces the set of assumptions.

Finally, the assumptions are either transferred to the users or saved in the theory database for using
in future. Since each atom/literal in a theory is administered exactly once and every time the study
scans a set of rules, the complication of the above algorithm is O( L| * |R ), where L is the size of the
distinct modal literals and R is the number of rules in the theory [50]. This complication result can
be improved through the use of proper data structure (Figure: 3.2). For each literal p a linked-list (the
dashed arrow) of the incidences of p in rule(s) can be created during the theory paring phase. Each
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literal occurrence has a link to the record for the rule(s) it occurs in. Using this data structure, whenever
a literal update happens, the list of rules related to that literal can be reclaimed easily. Thus in its place
of examining through all the rules for empty head (step 2), only rules relevant to that certain literal will
be examined. The complication of the inference process will consequently be reduced to O( L| * |M
), whereM is the highest number of rules a literal correlated within the theory.

Figure 3.2: Data Structure for Literals-Rules Association

It is significant to note that the previously mentioned data structure is a widespread version that is
common in inferencing both standard Defeasible Logic and modal Defeasible Logic. In the case of
modal Defeasible Logic, an additional process adding extra rules to the theory is needed for the modal
operator alterations. In addition, for a literal p with modal operator �i, likewise its complement (i.e.,
�i ¬p), the similar literal with the modal operator(s) in conflict with�i should also be incorporated in
the conflict literal list (step 2) and only literal with the strongest modality is decided.

3.2.3 SPINdle Evaluation for Rule Based Systems

So, it is inevitable for implementing a business compliance checker for a business process in an enterprise
or company. The engine is supposed to look at the flow of tasks, together with the constraints that each
task imposed, and then selects the appropriate task as the next task to work on, or reports the error to
users. Imagine further that you have coded this up in a tradition Java class. After a few weeks/months
of work, some of the government regulations are changed. It is the responsibilities of your company to
be in compliance with the new government regulations which may involve certain modifications to the
company’s workflow. If you have been using the traditional programming techniques, your code is a
gnarled mess as it has to do all sorts of constraints queries testing for each task separately.
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However, SPINdle is written in a way that it includes a nice clean code as the government regulations
can be encoded using rules. So that later on a new constraint can be added to a task and it would be easier
to add/modify the rules. These kinds of developed systems have to take into account for heterogeneous
contexts in order to behave properly and effectively, but also dynamically reconfigurable whenever
it is necessary. As a consequence, the study utilizes these systems to not only implement complex
functionalities, but also have to embed a reasoning engine that can monitor the context in which system
runs, take a decision, and report errors.

For this study, SPINdle version 2.2.4 is downloaded and included in the classpath to be recognized
by the Eclipse. It grants all the theory description generated by different formalisms. The I/O manager
(spindle.io.IOManager) associates different file types using their theory parsers with file name exten-
sions. This study also set the heap size to 1024M as SPINdle requires increased heap size for the Java
virtual machine (JVM) with massive number theories. The proposed study on Rule Based Systems
generated conclusion of ’D’ which is showed in the following as four forms as a tagged literal.

Symbol Meaning
+D q Means that q is definitely provable in ‘D’.
-D q Means that q is rejected definitely in ‘D’.
+d q Means that q is defeasibly provable in ‘D’.
-d q Means that q is defeasibly rejected in ‘D’.

Table 3.1: Symbol Meaning for the Conclusions Generated by SPINdle

In summary, SPINdle is a tool which accepts rules, facts, monotonic and non-monotonic (modal)
rules for reasoningwith inconsistent and incomplete information. InRuleRS, SPINdleReasoner receives
the formal facts, contexts as predicates from predicate file generated for data stored in the associated
relational databases and computes definite or defeasible inferences which are then displayed by the I/O
interface.

So, SPINdle is used as a standalone theory prover and embedded into the Java based applications(i.e.,
Proposed RuleRS) as a defeasible logic rule engine. It works as a workflow compliance checker which
determines whether this current task is compliance with its constraints and report to the user/application
if there is any problem for this study. SPINdle Java API makes it easier to understand the features which
can be integrated in the proposed Rule Based Systems. So this study embeds the SPINdle defeasible
logic engine.
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Chapter IV

Rule Based Reporting Systems

This chapter contains the referenced RuleRS architecture which had been implemented according to the
research in [1, 2]. The basic elements including the I/O interface of the existing architecture are described
herein short, and which is described briefly in the next section 5.2.3. Also, the formal rules, predicates,
and generation of predicates from the database records are explained briefly which methodologies are
also used for the proposed RuleRS. And, the other modules of the existing architecture are described in
Chapter V with the explanation of newly proposed architecture for Rule Based System.

4.1 RuleRS Architecture

In this section,the existing Rule Based Reporting Systems (RuleRS) design architecture[1][2] and
technical details are briefly explained (refer to Figure: 4.1) which does not support the simultaneous
reasoning from multiple sources(i.e., database independence in reasoning) of data. The existing Rule
Based architecture is designed to fetch the conclusions from a single source of adverse events using
SPINdle rule reasoner and Defeasible Logic. Overall, the existing RuleRS consists of four main system
components. In particular, the key system components of RuleRS are: i) I/O Interface, ii) Predicates,
iii) Formal Rules, and iv) SPINdle Reasoner. In other subsections of this section, we give a brief outline
of the internal components of existing RuleRS and their functions (Refer to Figure: 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Existing Architecture for the Rule Based System [1, 2]

The architecture includes all the above mentioned four components for processing the adverse
events to make decisions. The Predicates are generated from single databases using SQL query and the
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formal rules are generated using the Defeasible Logic (DL). Finally, SPINdle rule reasoner generates
conclusions from the input theories and sends to the I/O interface.

4.1.1 I/O Interface

The I/O Interface is implemented in JAVA programming language to establish links between RuleRS
components and interacting with each other. Predicates contains SQL or JSON file format.The I/O
interface is used to compile those predicates and to generate facts and contexts in formal notation using
DFL syntax. The SPINdle reasoner takes the generated facts and contexts as a parameter. After that,
the I/O interface is used to display the generated remarks or comments for each & every incidents and
predicates.

4.1.2 Database Records to Predicates

Rule Based Systems encodes legal knowledge to draw inferences from a database. SPINdle rule reasoner
requires the predicates to process the data. So,the stored information in databases is queried to provide
the facts for the SPINdle reasoner in the form of predicates. Facts are queried from the available
databases (i.e., ChildSafeDB). The SPINdle rule reasoner draws a set of assumptions using the provided
facts and the defeasible rules encoding the decision trees of the NSW mandatory reporter guidelines
and a set of additional rules. The rules are normally provided by the domain experts and give further
indicators for analyzing the risks of neglect or abuse.

RuleRS is equipped with SQL/JSON files which contains the definitions of the predicates that are
used by the SPINdle component. They are represented using either simple attribute names and values
or by SQL queries. For instance, a person is considered a child if his/her age is less than fifteen years
according to the provided guidelines. Several steps in the decision trees depend on whether a subject
is at risk of abuse is a child or not. In the existing RuleRS, that case is represented by the predicate
beingChild and contains the following (JSON) definition:

1 {"predicate":"beingChild",

2 "SQL":"SELECT *

3 FROM tblchildren

4 WHERE tblchildren.child_crn = $id

5 AND tblchildren.child_dob >= ${today - 15y}"}

where $id is a parameter given as input by the end-user, and ${today - 15y} is a computation using
the system variable $today.

The I/O interface takes the user input, examines the definitions, transforms the descriptions into
appropriate SQL queries. And then, executes the queries to return facts and context as generated output.
For example, for the predicate beingChild and $id=123456789A ChildSafeDB produces the following
JSON snippet, encoding the predicate and the context that it holds.

1 {"beingChild":{

2 "tblchildren.child_crn":"123456789A",

3 "tblchildren.child_first_name":"Simone",
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4 "tblchildren.child_middle_name":"Ruby",

5 "tblchildren.child_last_name":"Shirazi",

6 "tblchildren.child_dob":"2013-04-02",

7 "tblchildren.child_gender":"Female"}}

The predicate is then used in the successive reasoning phase, while the context is used in case of
reasoning phase determines that a report has to be submitted to a relevant authority; the RuleRS is used
to populate the required reports.

4.1.3 Predicates

The values encoding a regulation and the databases (schema’s) used in conjunction with the rules are in
general developed independently are likely to have a different vocabulary in general. There is no direct
correspondence between the literals used by the rules and the table/attributes of the database schema.
Accordingly, we have to establish a mapping among them to enable the integration of rules and instances
in the database. The fundamental idea behind predicates is that data stored in the database corresponds
to facts in a defeasible theory and these facts can be retrieved from the database using queries. Thus,
each and every fact corresponds to a (SQL) query and a predicate is a statement that can be true or false
depending on the value of its arguments/variables. A predicate with n arguments is just an n− ary
relation.

A predicate in RuleRS corresponds to a database view, i.e.; a named query, where the name is literal
to be used by the defeasible rules. The details involves the query to be run to determine if the predicate
is true or false for a given set of parameters. In case the output of the query is not empty, the predicate
is true and is passed to the defeasible theory as fact.

In the existing RuleRS, predicate comprises of two components: (i) ”predicate name” and (”)
”predicate details”. Predicate name represents the action(s), condition(s) or indisputable statement(s),
and passed on to the rule engine, SPINdle as defeasible fact (literal and modal literal) [59, 50, 29] or
actions that have been performed. For example, the fact “There is a risk for an incident” is represented
by “riskForIncident” and passed as “>> riskForIncident” to SPINdle if it is returned as true from
the given relational database. “Predicate details” includes the “incident details” and may be stored as
SQL Statement or (after conversion) lightweight data-interchange JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
syntax1(easy for humans to read and write, easy to generate, and easy to parse for machines) to create
a bridge between the data stored in the database and the terms passed as predicates (input case) to the
rule engine. The SQL or JSON statements can be created in the initialization of RuleRS with all of the
incidents along with all of the predicates for each of the incidents or dynamically add it later.

Incident ID and relevant details of the incidents are also included for each of the predicates and named
the predicates with relevant incident information such as “riskForIncident.sql” (for SQL statement) or
“riskForIncident.json” (for JSON Statement). The following snippet illustrates the syntax adopted by
RuleRS: “riskForIncident” predicate using SQL Statement:

1http://json.org accessed on 16 November 2018

http://json.org
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1SELECT incidentID , IncidentDetails , IncidentDetails1 ,

IncidentDetails2

2FROM tblIncident

3WHERE incidentID=’XXXXXX’

In this example, IncidentDetails , IncidentDetails1 , IncidentDetails2 are substituted for the place-
holders in the “riskForIncident” predicate from relational databases for the incidentID ’XXXXXX .

“riskForIncident” predicate using JSON Statement:

1 {"riskForIncident":

2 { "incidentID":"XXXXXX",

3 "IncidentDetails":"ABC",

4 "IncidentDetails1":null,

5 "IncidentDetails2":"XYZ"}}

The predicates could be further classified according to the query types as basic (compares two
values), quantified (compares a value or values with a collection of values), BETWEEN (compare a
value with a range of values), NULL (tests for null values), LIKE (search for strings that have a certain
pattern), EXISTS (tests for the existence of certain information), IN (another approach to compare
a value with a collection of values [60, 61],the aggregate functions –e.g., AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM,
COUNT(*), or COUNT(DISTINCT)– and SQL statement2composition to each type of constructs such
as WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING and ORDER BY. Predicates can be further classified according to
the query types 3

In the next step, the records and incidents for which there is a match in the relational database are
transformed into predicates to be used by the SPINdle rule engine [11]. And then it is forwarded to
SPINdle for further processing using the I/O interface to make the process dynamic.

4.1.4 Formal Rules

One of the important features of the RuleRS is that its ability to perform reasoning based on (legal)
requirements. As we stated in the other chapters such regulatory requirements are represented as
formal rules in Defeasible Logic (Deontic) [47, 34]. It enables their use with the rule engine used
by RuleRS (SPINdle, see Section 3.2) the rules are stored using the DFL format [11]. At this stage
the rules are created manually and (semi-)automatically by legal knowledge engineers and stored in a
knowledge-base.

2When “SELECT” statement is used in a predicate, is called a “subquery” [61]
3The are various query types as basic (compares two values), quantified (compares a value or values with a collection

of values), BETWEEN (compares a value with a range of values), NULL (tests for null values), LIKE (searches for strings
that have a certain pattern), EXISTS (tests for the existence of specific information), IN (another approach to compare
a value with a collection of values[60, 61]) and different aggregate functions (AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM, COUNT(*), or
COUNT(DISTINCT)). and SQL statement4 composition to each kind of constructs such asWHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING
and ORDER BY.
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Chapter V

Methodology

The proposed methodology for the Rule Based Reporting System (RuleRS) is explained briefly in this
chapter. Also, it includes the data collection & processing system for both the databases to ensure
the database independence feature integration with the existing RuleRS which is described in the
Section:4.1. Moreover, the different essential modules for the proposed RuleRS are described with a
brief explanation.

5.1 Proposed RuleRS System Architecture

Proposed Rule Based adverse event processing system architecture (Figure: 5.1) includes Domain Data
Integrator (DDI), PRTDB, Predicates, Formal facts & contexts, I/O interface, and SPINdle rule reasoner.
The concept of DDI for integrating multiple sources of data and PRTDB for dynamic generation and
translation of predicates schematic information into database records is introducedwith the existing Rule
Based Reporting System (RuleRS) [1, 2]. Figure: 5.1 explains the dynamic generation method of SQL

Figure 5.1: Proposed Architecture for the Rule Based Adverse Event Processing System

predicates and Predicate translation database (PRTDB) which holds the information of predicates that
are written using SQL query syntaxes. Domain Data Integrator (DDI) automatically selects the database
and generates SQL select query by retrieving schematic information from PRTDB. The SPINdle rule
reasoner processes the adverse dataset using the DL generated facts and contexts to generate conclusions
from multiple data sources following the reporting guidelines. The generated output is forwarded to
the I/O interface to show the result for taking decisions. The proposed method also ensures to adopt
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additional data sources including the operational data sources for reasoning within a shortest possible
time.

5.2 Data Collection & Processing

Data is generated from different applications of this technology-laden world. And, the data are stored
in different databases which contain different field formats. The difference of database formats can be
minimized to draw conclusions by using the proposed RuleRS architecture. We have described in the
following two different databases (namely FDA and ChidSafeDB database) for our study.

5.2.1 FAERS (FDA) Data

US Food & Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting Systems (FAERS) is the collection of events
for the adverse event reporting system of US Food & Drug Administration (FDA). The events are
generated for taking initiatives for the protection of peoples health with safety, efficacy, and security on
radiation emitted drugs and equipment [6]. So, the administration stores all the available data on patient
demographics (Demographic File) with 260256 counts for total values for the table fields and on an
average 92701 counts for missing field values, drug therapies (Drug File) with 902805 counts for total
values for the table fields and on an average 548269 counts for missing field values, indications for the
prescribed drugs (INDI File) with 910357 counts for total values for the table fields and 327839 counts
for missing field values, reaction(s) experienced (Reaction File) with 755410 counts for total values for
the table fields and no missing field values, patient outcomes (Outcome File) with on an average 28540
counts for total fields values for the table and on an average 10451 counts for missing field values, the
source of the report (Report Source File) with on an average 4854 counts for total values for the table
fields and on an average 1048 counts for missing field values, and the drug therapy start and end dates
(Therapy File) with 910357 counts for total values for the drugs & 330603 counts for total values for
the therapy records table fields and on an average 21054 counts for missing field values. The study
validates database independent model which creates reports based on a set of rules & regulations from
the FAERS dataset. So, in short, the tables are described in the following. FAERS database contains
different tables to store adverse events.

• The DEMO14Q1 table contains patient demographic and administrative information, a single
record for each adverse events report.

• The DRUG14Q1 table contains drug/biologic information for as many medications as were
reported for the adverse events.

• The REAC14Q1 table contains all "Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities" (MedDRA)
terms coded for the adverse events.

• The OUTC14Q1 table contains patient outcomes for the adverse events.
• The RPSR14Q1 table contains report sources for adverse events.
• The THER14Q1 table contains drug therapy start dates and end dates for the reported drugs.
• The INDI14Q1 table contains all "Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities" (MedDRA)
terms coded for the indications for use (diagnoses) for the reported drugs..
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Figure 5.2: Schematic Diagram for the FAERS Database

The above illustrated schematic diagram (Figure: 5.2) describes the field types(such as numeric,
varchar etc.) and field lengths (such as varchar(9) for the report code field of demographic table for
only storing nine characters) for all the tables of the FAERS database. The diagram (designed using
DbSchema 1 software version 8.0.10 build -1 Java 10.0.2 by Oracle Corporation) also explains the
primary identification number which is a unique number to search values in different tables and to make
relations with other tables of the database.

5.2.2 ChildSafe Data

ChildSafe is a collection of generated records based on dataset available from stat-computing. Most of
the data come from RITA [2]. These data are divided into yearly chunks after removing the derivable
variables. Data is downloaded from 1998 to April 2008. Every table of the database has different types
of fields. Data contains the flight arrival and departure information for commercial flights. A database
filed ’child_crn’ (Child’s Child Reference Number ) is created to work as a primary identification (id)
number and creating a relationship with other tables. The ’child_crn’ identifies that a child’s number
of a visit to the airport for a year. The proposed database independent Rule Based Reporting System
analyzed the children’s daily activities to find out child’s abuse information along with others. The
above illustrated schematic diagram (Figure: 5.3) describes the field types(such as bigint, varchar,text,
timestamps etc.) and field lengths (such as varchar(255) for the rule id field of the mandatory report

1https://www.dbschema.com/index.html accessed on 27 November 2018

https://www.dbschema.com/index.html
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Figure 5.3: ChildSafe Database Structure

rules table for only storing 255 characters) for all the tables of the ChildSafe database. The diagram
(designed using DbSchema software version 8.0.10 build -1 Java 10.0.2 by Oracle Corporation) also
explains the primary identification number as ’child_crn’ which is a unique number to search values in
different tables and to make relations with other tables of the database.

5.2.3 I/O Interface

The I/O interface is used for the visualization of the processed conclusions using the proposed RuleRS
architecture. The conclusions are generated from the input multiple data sources. The I/O interface
is designed using JAVA which is an object-oriented programming language. Output for the proposed
RuleRS can be processed into HTML/ PDF format view which increases the user-friendliness of the
proposed Rule Based Reporting System. So, the illustration (figure: 6.11) for the proposed RuleRS
architecture introduces I/O system so that it can be used to process the input facts and contexts to show
the generated required output from multiple data sources for the end users.

5.3 Predicate Translation Database (PRTDB)

The predicate translation database (PRTDB) is designed to introduce the feature of generating conclu-
sions simultaneously from multiple sources of data with the existing RuleRS. For example, we can take
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a predicate to show how it is converted into records for the fields of different tables of PRTDB.
We have selected a sample SQL Query for converting into PRTDB records.

1SELECT primaryid ,CASE WHEN age < 20 THEN ’age_below_20_FDA’

2ELSE ’-age_not_below_20_FDA’

3END

4FROM demo14q1

Predicate V.1: report_age_is_below_20_FDA

Figure 5.4: Translation of SQL query into Field Records for the Tables of PRTDB

According to the Figure: 5.4, the ’predicates’ table stores the predicate name, data source name and
username & password for the data source to get the authorizations using a unique identification number
for the predicate. The ’parameters’ table holds all the column names for the predicate. ’table_relation’
keeps records for the required tables for select operations. And, the ’foreign_relation’ table stores the
join table names and the join column names for the predicate.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic Diagram for the PRTDB Database

The above illustrated schematic diagram (Figure: 5.5) describes the field types(such as integer,
varchar etc.) and field lengths (such as varchar(50) for the username field of the predicates table
for only storing fifty characters) for all the tables of the PRTDB database. The diagram (designed
using DbSchema software version 8.0.10 build -1 Java 10.0.2 by Oracle Corporation) also explains the
predicate identification number which is a unique number to search values in different tables and to
make relations with other tables of the database.

5.4 Domain Data Integrator (DDI)

Domain Data Integrator (DDI) generates dynamic Structured Query Language (SQL) query to fetch
data from available data sources. DDI integrates the feature of simultaneous access to multiple data
sources for generating conclusions with the existing Rule Based Reporting System [1] [2]. DDI includes
Data Source Retrieval (DSR) function and Presumption Retrieval Function (PRF). The DSR function
generates the column names and joining tables with joining fields. And, the PRF generates a full SQL
query with the conditional statement to fetch data from the selected data source.

5.5 System Flow Diagram

Generation of reports for conclusions using predefined rules & regulations on data sources of en-
terprises with Rule Based Reporting Systems can be summarized in several steps as in Figure: 5.6.
Database independent Rule Based Reporting System workflow diagram explains a pictorial summary
of decomposition for the primary activities into a series of smaller pieces of methods. The first task is
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to convert the facts in Structured Query Language (SQL) format into records of predicate translation
database by inserting the column names, table names and join operators which are defined in the SQL
format query predicate. After that, we selected programming methods using Java Object Oriented
Programming (OOP) language to design an input form for inputting the unique identification number
for the available databases (i.e.FAERS and ChildSafe databases for this experiment). Then, predefined
rules & regulations and the DL generated theories are read from the files and databases.

Figure 5.6: Workflow Diagram for the Proposed Rule Based Reporting System

After checking the successful completion of the theory loading process, the Data Source Retrieval
(DSR) function generates parameters required by Presumption Retrieval Function (PRF) (i.e. Figure:
5.8). And, the PRF generates SQL query to select data from a specific database using the parameters
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of DSR function. After the successful transaction of SQL select operation for fetching data from the
database, the theories and rules are loaded into the SPINdle rule reasoner. Finally, SPINdle generates
the required conclusions based on the available rules & regulations. And then, the output for the desired
conclusions is sent to the I/O interface.

5.6 Algorithm

Before practical implementation of the database independent Rule Based Reporting System, we pro-
duced an algorithm for the study rules based system. The algorithm can be easily followed for the logical
and programmatic implementation. It also describes the compulsory initialization parameters, database
transactions, uses of functions, utilization of loop for repeating steps, logical if-else parameters, and the
I/O component.

The algorithm is designed to efficiently handle the input and output for the proposed Rule Based
Reporting System. It represents input parameters for predefined rules and regulations, multiple databases
and a set of literals generated using DL. And, after that, we have initialized all the related parameters
(the value of input & output variables) to null and zero values. Our study generated the predicates based
on the user requirements using SQL format. Then, we converted the SQL format predicates to insert
the schematic information into PRTDB records. So, when a user requests for information from the
stored events, the SQL "select" query is generated using the DSR function and PRF. The DSR function
provides the authentication information for the selected database and the PRF method generates a SQL
query including all the column names and join operations with conditional parameters. The generated
records are then processed using SPINdle Rule Based reasoner for all the available predicates of both the
databases. Our proposed Rule Based Reporting System generates output for the required conclusions
which are sent to the I/O for display. The whole process combines multiple databases with different
formats. The algorithm can accommodate additional databases.
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Algorithm for the Proposed Rule Based Reporting System
1 Inputs:

List of Predicates & A set of literals generated using Defeasible Logic
D1: Database 1; D2: Database 2;
Initialize:
Initialization of parameters;
Processing:
Convert the predicates as SQL file format to predicate translation database(PRTDB) field records;
insert the schema diagram (column names) of the predicates into PRTDB records;
for every related predicate from predicate translation database do

2 if predicate name is not null | End of input predicates then
3 select database source and credentials using DSR() function [14]

if D1 is selected then
4 generate SQL query with conditional parameters using PRF() function [14]

generate a resultset from D1 by executing the query

5 else
6 if D2 is selected then
7 generate SQL query with conditional parameters using PRF() function [14]

generate a resultset from D2 by executing the query

8 else
9 no operation is required for available databases;

10 else
11 Read other input predicates.

12 for every relsultset do
13 if the result is not null then
14 generate facts for every predicate & record predicate name

collect the request and response time & compute the average of elapsed time
go to the next section;

15 else
16 go back to for loop of this section.

17 go to next resultset;

18 Use the SPINDLE reasoner;
Forward the theory including facts or contexts;
for each theory do

19 obtain the resultset from the rule reasoner; obtain the response time for processing;

20 record total response time for processing using SPINDLE rule reasoner;
go through every resultset from SPINdle
for every resultset do

21 show output to I/O for generated conclusions.
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5.7 SQL Predicate Generation

We have generated SQL Predicates dynamically for this proposed Rule Based Reporting System. The
generation of predicates includes a graphical user interface (GUI) for viewing the databases with their
tables. The user can select the relationship from the available columns of the tables and the SQL query
is generated based on the selection. The following are some sample predicates which are used to process
the data from FAERS and ChildSafe database to output required conclusions. Also, these predicates
are generated at the runtime and included in the running Rule Based adverse event processing system
to fetch required conclusions from multiple databases.

5.7.1 FAERS Database

We generate predicates for FAERS database to fetch information based on user requirements. Some
sample scenarios are illustrated in the following.
Check Age is below 20:

1SELECT primaryid ,

2CASE WHEN age < 20 THEN ’age_below_20_FDA’

3ELSE ’-age_not_below_20_FDA’

4END

5FROM demo14q1

Predicate V.2: Age_is_below_20_FDA

Check whether the patient is Male/Female:

1SELECT primaryid ,

2CASE WHEN gndr_cod = ’M’ THEN ’Gender_is_Male_FDA’

3ELSE ’-Gender_is_not_Male_FDA’

4END

5FROM demo14q1

Predicate V.3: Gender_is_Male_FDA

Check whether the patient has Nasal Congestion disease:

1SELECT primaryid ,

2CASE WHEN pt = ’Nasal congestion’ THEN ’

Patient_has_Nasal_congestion_FDA’

3ELSE ’-Patient_has_Nasal_congestion_FDA’

4END

5FROM reac14q1

Predicate V.4: Patient_has_NasalCongestion_FDA
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5.7.2 ChildSafe Database

ChildSafe database contains information on the adverse events in different tables. Some sample SQL
predicates, which are used to process required conclusions from the data ofChildSafe database illustrated
in the following.
Risk factor analysis for a Child 1:

1SELECT tbl.child_crn , tbl.child_first_name ,

2tbl.child_middle_name , tbl.child_last_name ,

3tbl.child_dob , tbl.child_gender

4FROM tblchildren as tbl

5LEFT JOIN tbl2008 as tbl1 ON tbl1.child_crn=tbl.child_crn

Predicate V.5: beingChild

Riskfactor analysis for a Child 2:

1SELECT tbl.child_crn , tbl.child_first_name ,

2tbl.child_middle_name , tbl.child_last_name ,

3tbl.child_dob , tbl.child_gender

4FROM tblchildren as tbl

5LEFT JOIN tbl2008 as tbl1 ON tbl1.child_crn=tbl.child_crn

6WHERE AGE(tblchildren.child_dob)<’15 years 0 mons 0 days’child_crn

Predicate V.6: riskForAirportRiskFactor6

5.8 Translation of Predicates into Predicate Translation Database (PRTDB)

The column names, table names & join operators of the dynamically generated SQL predicates are
input to Predicate Translation Database (PRTDB) through automatic conversion of those predicates into
database records. PRTDB consists of four operational tables. The ‘predicates’ table keeps record of
the predicate names with data sources. Parameters table stores field name & table name relationship
pair for predicates. The ‘table_relation’ table keeps information about join operation for all predicates.
And, the ‘foreign_relation’ table stores the primary key& foreign key relationship information for the
join operation of the predicates. For example, we take a predicate(i.e. riskForAirportRiskFactor) from
the list of generated SQL predicates and convert that into records of PRTDB.

1SELECT tblchildren.child_crn , tblchildren.child_first_name ,

tblchildren.child_last_name , tbl2008.child_dob FROM tblchildren

2LEFT JOIN tbl2008 ON tbl2008.child_crn=tblchildren.child_crn WHERE

AGE(tblchildren.child_dob)<’5 years 0 mons 0 days’

For this SQL query, we run the ‘insert’ command to add data in the different fields of PRTDB
tables. So, ’predicates’ table is filledwith values (1,riskForAirportRiskFactor,’ChildSafeDB’, ’postgres’,
’admin’). And, the values (1, 1, child_crn, ’tblchildren’), (2, 1, child_first_name, ’tblchildren’), (3, 1,
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child_last_name, ’tblchildren’) and (4, 1, child_dob, ’tbl2008’) are added into ’parameters’ table.
After that, (1, 1, ’tblchildren’) and (2, 1, ’tbl2008’) is inserted in table_relation table. Later, we add
(1,1,’tblchildren’, ’child_crn’, ’tbl2008’, ’child_crn’) values in the foreign_relation table. ’none’ value is
inserted for predicates without join operations. So, each of the predicates holds a unique identification

Figure 5.7: Functional Details of DSR function for Predicate Translation Database with Schema
Diagram

(id) number against their names. When we search for a predicate, the PRTDB returns with the specific
id of that predicate. And, that id number is used to fetch all the related information of the predicate
from other tables including database authentication parameters.

The Domain Data Integrator (DDI) is introduced with the proposed RuleRS which integrates all the
available databases using DSR function and PRF. DSR function retrieves the database authentication
credentials along with the field names, table names for join operation and the conditions required to join
the tables from PRTDB. And, the fields for the tables of PRTDB is generated from dynamic conversion
of SQL predicates. The DSR function forwards all the retrieved information to the PRF for generating
full SQL query to retrieve data from available databases using the conditional parameters.

The functions of Data Source Retrieval (DSR) function with all the database fields is shown in
Figure: 5.7. And, the database schema for PRTDB is shown in Figure: 5.7. Domain data integrator
(DDI) module sends request query to the predicate table for the database name and authentication
parameters for accessing the database information for input predicate. Then, DDI finds the related fields
for the predicate from parameters table. After that, table_relation provides the list of tables for the
join operation. And, foreign_relation table generates conditions for the join operation between tables.
Finally, The DSR function passes all the parameters with value to the Presumption Retrieval Function
(PRF).
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Figure 5.8: Functional Details of PRF Function for Predicate Translation Database

The DDI receives the parameter values passed by the DSR function and guides them to the PRF
function as shown in Figure: 5.8. It generates the conditional parameters for the ’where’ clause of the
SQL query. And then it generates a SQL query using the conditional parameter, ’FieldsToRetrieve’,
’JoinTables’, and JoiningFields parameters. The SQL query is executed for the selected database using
the database authentication credentials.

So, Figure: 5.8, explains the method to fetch predicate as both simple and complex SQL queries
from the PRTDB. When we send a query to fetch data according to a predicate name from PRTDB, the
database is automatically selected, and tables are co-related using the ‘id’ and ‘predicate_id’ field of
the PRTDB tables.

5.9 Formal Rules

The proposed Rule Based Reporting System can be used to complete reasoning based on (legal)
requirements. We have described regulatory requirements in the introduction chapter (see Chapter
I) which are represented as formal rules using Defeasible Logic (Deontic) [47, 34]. Moreover, we
have enabled the utilization of those legal requirements with the rule engine used by the proposed
RuleRS (SPINdle, See Section: 3.2) and the rules are preserved using the DFL format [11]. In this
circumstances, the rules are created (semi-)automatically according to the instructions of the legal
knowledge engineers and stored in a knowledge-base. The knowledge-base is then used for generating
assumptions for the adverse events from multiple data sources. There are a different type of rules to
create formal rules for the proposed Rule Based Reporting System.
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5.9.1 Defeasible Rules

The main type of rule is a ’defeasible’ rule. These rules are of the form:

(condition1), (condition2), ... ⇒ (outcome1), (outcome2), ...

This reads a ’if (condition 1) and (condition 2) then (outcome 1). If the obligation in (outcome 1) is
violated, then is (outcome 2).’ It meets an obligation in force in outcome 2 represents a ’reparation’ or
’compensatory’ action for violating the obligation in outcome 1. Outcome 1, 2 and subsequent outcomes
are assumed as a part of an ’obligation chain’. The study recommends that the comma represents ’And’
conditions on the left of the arrow, whereas a comma on the right of the arrowmeans ’if not’. Conditions
and outcomes contain a ’term’ which is important to be used consistently between rules to ensure the
correct conclusions are generated (the Vocabulary (/help/rule/vocabulary) functionality assists). These
terms are contradicted by placing a negative (-) sign before the term. This means conditions like ’police
car’ and ’-police car’ represent ’police car’ and ’NOT police car’, but use the same term. Currently,
rules need a terminator of (X) on the end of the last outcome. For an example, consider clause 1
’Compensatory rule and exception’, rule 1.r1:

vehicle X, vehicle Y, vehicle Y is turning right, X on the right of Y => [OAPP]Y gives way to X,
[OP]Y pays fine

The above illustration means if there is a vehicle X, and a vehicle Y, and vehicle Y is turning right,
and vehicle X is on the right of Y, then there is an obligation for vehicle Y to give way to vehicle X.
If this obligation is violated, then there is an obligation for vehicle Y to pay a fine. The outcomes of
a defeasible rule are only ’defeasibly’ concluded, meaning that they can be removed or ’defeated’ by
rules that have a higher priority.

5.9.2 ChildSafe Database

The database records require appropriate rules to process the required outcome from the stored adverse
events. For example, we can explain the rules for processing adverse events from the ChildSafe database
(Refer to [29, 55, 56] for other types of obligations). The following rules can be represented as the part
of the decision tree which examines that if the child age is between 0 & 5 and the child has coercion
behavior then he/she must be reported to being abusive in sexual behavior.

r1 : beingChildAged0To5, involveCoercionInBehavior

⇒ [OANP]actionBeingAbusiveSexualBehavior.
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The following is another representation of rules for processing data from the ChildSafe database to
generate the report immediately.

r2 : PersistentSexualBehaviourVsOther,

ParentRespondedAppropriately,¬[OANP]reportCS,

¬[OANP]reportCSImmediately⇒ [OANP]consultWithCWU.

The rule above describes the decision when the parents or carers are aware of the situation and
responded appropriately.

5.9.3 FAERS Database

For the FAERS database, formal rules are generated to report electronically to FDA as ICSRs include
“Patient age” while report to FDA. The rule can be represented asWhile an obligation (persistent, non-
pre-emptive, achievement) report on ICSRs to FDA, there is an obligation (persistent, non-pre-emptive,
achievement) to include “Patient age”. Its formal representation in SPINdle is given in rule r3:

r3 : [OAPN]report on ICSRs to FDA⇒ [OAPN]report Patient age to FDA

Similarly, ICSRs include “Suspect medical product name” while report to FDA. We can represent
the rule as While an obligation (persistent, non-pre-emptive, achievement) to report on ICSRs to FDA,
there is an obligation (persistent, non-pre-emptive, achievement) to include “Suspect medical product
name”. Its formal representation in SPINdle is as r4:

r4 : [OAPN]report on ICSRs to FDA

⇒ [OAPN]report Suspect medical product name to FDA

The rules r3 and r4 describe the decision when voluntary (aka direct) and mandatory report to FDA
by companies are compliant or non-compliant.

5.10 Use case

This section describes the sample use case using two sample databases consisting synthetic data. In
this use case, we have used the “MyCSIRO” and “KUETDB” databases which are completely different
database. Our primary target is to fetch data from completely different data sources using our proposed
Rule Based System.

5.10.1 MyCSIRO Database

The “MyCSIRO” database stores the publication titles of all the staffs of CSIRO (a organization). The
first table(“tblCSIROStaff”) contains the identification number and the staff name for the organization.
The type for the identification number column is integer. This field(“ident”) stores all the identification
number of the staffs which contains only digits. And, another column(“staffname”) type is variable
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Database Name: MyCSIRO
Table Name: tblCSIROStaff

Column Column Type
ident integer
staffname varchar(100)

Table Name: tblCSIROPublication
Column Column Type
ident integer
csiropubtitle varchar(200)

Database Name: MyCSIRO
Table Name: tblCSIROStaff

VALUES
ident name
abc123 Guido Governatori
def456 Badiul Islam
ghi789 Nick van Beest

Table Name: tblCSIROPublication
ident csiropubtitle
abc123 Defeasible Logic
def456 RuleRS

length character with length 100 which is used to store the names for the CSIRO staffs. The database
contains another table (“tblCSIROPublication”) to store the titles for the publications of CSIRO staffs.
The table contains an unique identification number for storing the titles according to the publications
of CSIRO staffs. The “ident” column relates to the first table to fetch the name of the staff according to
the identification number of the staff. Another field(“csiropubtitle”) is for storing the publication titles
for the CSIRO staffs.

5.10.2 KUETDB Database

The “KUETDB” keeps records for the employees who work at KUET and who have published ti-
tles in different research sectors. There is two tables which stores all the related publication titles
of the employees of KUET. The first table (“tblKUETstaff”) stores records for the names of the em-
ployees(“employeename”) according to the identification number(“kuetid”) provided by the KUET
authority. The value of employee name is limited to 100 variable characters. And, another table
(tblKUETPublication) keeps the records for the titles of publications(“kuetpubtitle”) according to the
identification number(“kuetid”) of the employees. The identification number of second table is matched
with the first table to find out the names for the employees whoc have publications.
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Database Name: KUETDB
Table Name: tblKUETstaff

Column Column Type
kuetid integer
employeename varchar(100)

Table Name: tblKUETPublication
Column Column Type
kuetid integer
kuetpubtitle varchar(200)

Database Name: KUETDB
Table Name: tblKUETstaff

VALUES
kuetid name
0307008 MMA Hashem
0607008 Prodip Kumer Das
0607009 Mohammad Azizul Karim

Table Name: tblKUETPublication
kuetid kuetpubtitle
0307008 Evolutionary Algorithm
0607008 RuleRS

5.10.2.1 Case Analysis

The two databases (“MyCSIRO” and “KUETDB”) contains separate database structure with separate
field names and field types for the tables of databases. Both of the databases contain publication tiles
for the registered employees with completely different identification number for the employees. We
have also inserted sample data in the databases to illustrate the working procedure for the simultaneous
selection of data for generating conclusions. For instance, we show here how to find the paper titles
which resides in both of the above-mentioned databases. The total procedure includes different steps to
perform the required action and the SQL query for the required action induces PRTDB record for the
“MyCSIRO” and “KUETDB” database which is illustrated in the following:

1SELECT * FROM MyCSIRO.tblCSIROPublication , KUETDB.

tblKUETPublication WHERE MyCSIRO.tblCSIROPublication= KUETDB.

tblKUETPublication

Predicate V.7: MyCSIRO and KUETDB Database

This type of situation is identified and handled when generating dynamic predicates for different
databases. And, we convert that into Predicate Translation Database (PRTDB) with the Predicate
names. The generated query will work on two steps by executing the generated query in the following:
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1SELECT tblCSIROPublication.csiropubtitle FROM MyCSIRO.

tblCSIROPublication

Predicate V.8: Query for MyCSIRO Database

For the query in first step, the predicate will use the ”tblCSIROPublication” table for data extraction
from ”MyCSIRO” database. The query selects all the publication titles from the ”MyCSIRO” database.
And, then the result is passed to the next following query for further processing:

1SELECT tblKUETPublication.kuetpubtitle FROM KUETDB.

tblKUETPublication

2WHERE tblKUETPublication.kuetpubtitle = (’the selected publication

titles of the first query’)

Predicate V.9: Query for both MyCSIRO and KUETDB Database

The above-mentioned query displays all the publication titles which matches both the ”MyCSIRO” and
”KUETDB” database. If no data is retrieved for the generated query, then the response will be generated
with a ”NULL” value.
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Chapter VI

Experimental Setup and Results

The proposed methodology is implemented using the required software and computing devices which
are described in Chapter: V. The following sections illustrate the experimental setup & results for
the proposed Rule Based System after generating assumptions from FAERS and ChildSafe database.
And, then the study represents the experimental results for the simultaneous reasoning for the adverse
events from multiple data sources (both FAERS and ChildSafe database) which introduces database
independence for generating conclusions.

6.1 Prerequisites

An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is created to begin the implementation of the proposed
Rule Based architecture. In the IDE, we have developed the source code using JAVA programming
language and run the proposed Rule Based System to view the generated conclusions from the FAERS
& ChildSafe databases. The implementation steps consist the following software and programming
language prerequisites including a source code compiler, a web service provider software and a web
browser. And, finally, the experimental setup process combines all the prerequisites to run the proposed
methodology successfully.

6.1.1 Eclipse Software

Eclipse software (ver. neon.3) works as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which is used in
writing our source code, compiling the source code and executing the source code to view the outcome
of the developed Rule Based System. And, it is the most widely used Java IDE. The development
environments can be easily customized using the base workspace and an extensible plug-in system. The
Eclipse Foundation has written the source code for Eclipse software using Java and defined its primary
use is for developing Java applications. But, the software is also available to develop applications
in other programming languages via plug-ins, including Ada, ABAP, C, C#, JavaScript, Perl, PHP,
Python,Ruby (including Ruby on Rails framework), Rust, Scala, and many others.

Documents with LaTeX (via a TeXlipse plug-in) and packages for the software Mathematica is also
developed using Eclipse software. The generated development environments include the Eclipse Java
Development Tools (JDT) for Java and Scala, Eclipse CDT for C/C++, and Eclipse PDT for PHP, among
others. Eclipse Software Development Kit (SDK) is a free and open source software which is released
under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 1.

Moreover, the Eclipse Foundation provides a global community of individuals and organizations
with a mature, scalable, and business-friendly environment for open source software collaboration and
innovation 2.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_(software) accessed on 15 November 2018
2https://www.eclipse.org/org/ accessed on 15 November 2018

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_(software)
https://www.eclipse.org/org/
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This is why we have downloaded Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers as the package of Eclipse
(ver. Neon 3) and installed on a MAC OS based computer to develop and run the source code for the
proposed Rule Based Systems to generate conclusions from multiple sources.

6.1.2 Glassfish Software

GlassFish is an open-source application server project which was started by Sun Microsystems for
the Java EE platform. Oracle Corporation is a sponsor for the Glassfish software. Oracle GlassFish
Server has different supported versions available for download. GlassFish is a free software and dual-
licensed under two free software licenses: the CommonDevelopment and Distribution License (CDDL)
and the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the classpath exception. GlassFish is the reference
implementation of Java EE and it also supports Enterprise JavaBeans, JPA, JavaServer Faces, JMS, RMI,
JavaServer Pages, servlets, etc. This facilitates the developers to create enterprise level applications that
are portable and scalable, and that integrate with legacy technologies. Optional components can also be
installed for additional services. Glassfish is built on a modular kernel. The kernel is powered by OSGi,
Glassfish which runs straight on top of the Apache Felix implementation. The Glassfish also runs with
Equinox OSGi or Knopflerfish OSGi runtime. Such services are discovered and injected at runtime for
the proposed study on Rule Based Reporting Systems. The source code for the GlassFish was released
by Sun and Oracle Corporation. Glassfish uses a derivative of Apache Tomcat as the servlet container
for serving Web content using an additional component called Grizzly which uses Java New I/O (NIO)
for scalability and speed 3.

Glassfish (version 4.1)4 is downloaded from the official website of the sun micro systems 5 and
installed in the MAC OS based computer for working as the web service provider to run and test
the developed source code. The Glassfish software is integrated and configured to use with the
Eclipse software so that we can run the source code and view the output in a web browser (i.e.,
http://localhost:8080/Rulers-FAERS).

6.1.3 PostgreSQL Software

PostgreSQL is often called Postgres. This software is a object-relational database management system
(ORDBMS)with an emphasis on extensibility and standards compliance. This software is able to handle
workloads ranging from small computing device based applications to large Internet-facing applications
(or for data warehousing) with huge concurrent users. MAC OS based Server uses PostgreSQL as the
default database (i.e., The study uses MAC OS based Server). It is platform independent and also
available for Microsoft Windows and Linux (supplied in most distributions) 6.

PostgreSQL has many features including ACID-compliant and transactional. PostgreSQL has
dynamically updatable views and materialized views, triggers, foreign keys. It supports functions and
stored procedures, and other expandability.

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlassFish accessed on 15 November 2018
4https://download.oracle.com/glassfish/4.1 accessed on 15 November 2018
5https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/glassfish/overview/index.html accessed on 15

November 2018
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostgreSQL accessed on 15 November 2018

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlassFish
https://download.oracle.com/glassfish/4.1
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/glassfish/overview/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostgreSQL
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PostgreSQL software is developed and customized by the PostgreSQL Global Development Group
who are continuously working on the feature development. Also, Many companies and individual
contributors are in a group for the development and maintenance of the PostgreSQl software. It is
completely free and open-source which is released under the terms of the PostgreSQL License that is a
permissive software license.

For this Rule Based study, we have downloaded PostgreSQL(version 11.0) 7. All the databases
(FAERS, ChildSafe and Predicate_translation) are loaded in the admin panel of the PostgreSQL. Also,
it show a statistics for the records of FAERS database including the total size on disk (299 MB). The
variations in the features of the PostgreSQL, helped us a lot to organize and retrieve data for generating
conclusions using the proposed database independent analysis of the stored adverse events frommultiple
databases.

6.1.4 JAVA Programming Language

The study requires the knowledge in JAVA programming language also to develop the source code for
the proposed Rule Based Systems. JAVA is a general purpose computer programming language that is
concurrent, class-based, object-oriented, and it has few implementation dependencies. It is intended
to let JAVA application developers providing the facility to compile JAVA code that can run on all
platforms and support JAVA without the need for recompilation. In this study, the developed source
code is a JAVA application which is typically compiled to byte code that can run on any Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture(no matter what the OS is). In 2016, JAVA was
one of the most popular programming languages in use. The programming language is very popular
for developing the client-server web applications. The language derives much of its syntax from C and
C++, but it has fewer low-level facilities than either of them 8.

Primarily, Sun launched the implementation of Java compilers, virtual machines, and class libraries
with the original and reference were under proprietary licenses. But, after that GNU General Pub-
lic License was relicensed for most of the Java technologies according to the compliance with the
specifications of the Java Community Process.

The latest version of Java is version 11 which is released recently. The release follows Java 10 after
only a short interval in line with the new release schedule. But, in our study we have used Java Server
pages (JSP) to design the graphical user interfaces for the proposed Rule Based Systems. The designed
system includes a menu-bar to link the functions in different JSP files in the working directory.

6.2 Experimental Setup

The above-explained prerequisites are combined together to build a development environment for the
proposed methodology. So, we explain about setting up the development environment, defining the
knowledge base, database, inference engine, formal rules, and a user interface. The proposed rule-based
system for adverse event processing from multiple data sources is implemented on a computer having
a MAC operating system (OS). And, the proposed system is evaluated using two relational databases

7https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/PostgreSQL_11_Open_Items accessed on 15 November 2018
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language) accessed on 15 November 2018

https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/PostgreSQL_11_Open_Items
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
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Figure 6.1: Proposed Rule Based Adverse Event Processing System Workspace in Eclipse Software

(FAERS and ChildSafe database). The Figure: 6.1 shows the workspace for developing the source
code for the proposed Rule Based System. In this workspace all the class files and functions files work
together to build a Rule Based System. The configuration of the computer is as follows:
Model Name: MacBook Pro
Model Identifier: MacBookPro 12. 1
Processor Name: Intel Core i5
Processor Speed: 2.7 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 2
L2 Cache (per core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 3 MB
Physical Memory: 8 GB

The DL is used to create rules to process data. And, we have developed programming method to
convert the SQL query format predicates to records of PRTDB. Our proposed system is developed using
Java server pages (JSP) which is a complementary technology to JAVA servlet. Eclipse software is
installed as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and Java Development Kit (JDK) is used to
execute the developed source code for our proposed rule-based system. We also installed PostgreSQL
(version 11.0) software to act as a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) to run queries in
the PRTDB, FAERS and ChildSafe database. Glassfish software provides the web services to host the
web pages in our local web server. After executing the system, we can view the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) to enter the identification number for available databases to process conclusions from the stored
adverse events. When we press ”Generate Conclusions” button in the GUI, the SPINdle rule-reasoner
loads all the generated theories for the available database records through DSR and PRF functions. The
inference process of a defeasible theory is divided into two phases. First one is ”theory transformations
phase” and the second one is ”conclusions generations phase”. Various transformation algorithms are
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Figure 6.2: SPINdle - Defeasible Theory Inference Process [3]

implemented by the theory normalizers that transform a defeasible theory into a form that is processed
by the associated inference engines. And, different reasoning approaches[3] helps the inference engines
to implement the defeasible reasoning mechanisms. Then, the constraints are identified in the theory
by SPINdle that cannot be honored by the inferencing engines by checking the elements in the theory
(i.e., assuming that the theory contains any facts, defeaters, etc.) as shown in the Figure: 6.2. Finally,
SPINdle inferences on the theory and computes the conclusions and send it back to the users through
the I/O interface.

The SPINdle classpath which acts as the rule engine to generate conclusions from the given data
sources. Also, it has been proved that the SPINdle is used to take decisions on a large dataset within a
short response time. All the modules of SPINdle with functions are explained in section: 3.2.

6.3 Experimental Results

Eclipse software is used to develop the source code for the proposed methodology of Rule Based
System. After compiling the source code using eclipse, Graphical User Interface (GUI) is generated for
the programmatic implementation of the proposed Rule Based study. The database independent analysis
of adverse events using the proposed Rule Based System is briefly explained with the generated output.
We have experimented our developed system with both of the databases (i.e., FAERS & ChildSafeDB)
separately and simultaneously.

Figure: 6.3 shows the GUI for the adverse events analysis system only from the FAERS database. It
represents the analyzed conclusions from the stored adverse events from the FAERS database. Figure:
6.4 illustrates the conclusions (+d means the conclusion is defeasibly provable and others are explained
in Section: 3.2) and the rules which are in action for the generated output. Finally, the study represents
the time consumption with predicate response time, response time per predicate, SPINdle response
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time and total response time in Figure: 6.5. The number of iterations is represented in the x-axis of
the illustration and response time in milliseconds (msec) is represented in the y-axis of the illustration.
The time consumption for the FAERS database depends on the Database Structure of FAERS, Number
of predicates to be processed during the execution, Nature of data(whether indexed or not indexed
structured/unstructured), the method following which the data is being stored continuously, SPINdle
theory parsing using theory analyzer and SPINdle processing time.

Figure 6.3: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for only FAERS Database

Figure 6.5: Report for Time Consumption to Process the Data from FAERS Database

Figure: 6.6 shows the GUI for the adverse events analysis system only from the ChildSafe database.
It represents the analyzed conclusions from the stored adverse events from the ChildSafe database.
Figure: 6.7 illustrates the conclusions (+D means the conclusion is definitely provable and others are
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Figure 6.4: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Evaluation only from FAERS Database

explained in Section: 3.2) and the rules which are in action for the generated output. Finally, the study
represents the time consumption with predicate response time, response time per predicate, SPINdle
response time and total response time in Figure: 6.8. The number of iterations is represented in the
x-axis of the illustration and response time in milliseconds (msec) is represented in the y-axis of the
illustration. The time consumption for the ChildSafe database depends on the Database Structure
of ChildSafe, Number of predicates to be processed during the execution, Nature of data(whether
indexed or not indexed structured/unstructured), the method following which the data is being stored
continuously, SPINdle theory parsing using theory analyzer and SPINdle processing time.

The end users need to set up the database authentication parameters for the Predicate Translation
Database (PRTDB) to fetch data from all the available databases (in our proposed study i.e., FAERS
& ChildSafe database) as shown in Figure: 6.9. Here, the username and password for the PRTDB are
entered and save to a session variable to be used in the runtime of the developed Rule Based System.

After saving the database authentication credentials for the Predicate TranslationDatabase (PRTDB).
The users are able to choose a unique identification number (as illustrated in Figure: 6.10) from the
available databases for processing the stored adverse events. Here, unique identification numbers for
both of the databases are randomly fetched from the database for providing flexibility to the end users.
After, entering the unique identification number for any of the databases, click the submit button from
the GUI. Then, data is generated by DSR and PRF functions according to supplied facts and formal rules
which is shown in Figure: 6.11. The database name is automatically selected with the authentication
parameters and other constraints generated by DSR function. It also shows the number of rows returned
by the PRF function.

The study on Rule Based System load the theories are generated using DL into through SPINdle Rule
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Figure 6.6: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for only ChildSafe Database

Figure 6.7: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Evaluation only from ChildSafe Database
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Figure 6.8: Report for Time Consumption to Process the Data from ChildSafe Database

Figure 6.9: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Input Unique ID Number for Both the Databases

Figure 6.10: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Input Unique ID Number for Both the Databases
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Figure 6.11: Output After Processing with DSR() and PRF() Function and SPINDLE Rule Reasoner
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Based reasoner. And, the rule reasoner process all the rules and facts to generate conclusions as shown in
Figure: 6.11. After all, we can evaluate the generated system with a good Rule Based reasoning system
through the outcome of our study. And, the generated methods can be easily customized to fit for big
data analysis using this Rule Based Systems. The time required for processing all the input predicates

Figure 6.12: Report for Time Consumption to Process the Data from Both Databases

based on the provided rules & regulations is visualized in Figure: 6.12. The assumption retrieval time
for SPINdle is also shown in the figure. From the graph in the figure, we can see that after some
iterations the predicate response time decreases with the SPINdle’s response time. The study represents
the time consumption with predicate response time, response time per predicate, SPINdle response time
and total response time in Figure: 6.12 for both the databases. The number of iterations is represented
in the x-axis of the illustration and response time in milliseconds (msec) is represented in the y-axis
of the illustration. The time consumption for both the databases depends on the Database Structure of
available databases (i.e., FAERS & ChildSafe database), Number of predicates to be processed during
the execution, Nature of data(whether indexed or not indexed structured/unstructured), the method
following which the data is being stored continuously, SPINdle theory parsing using theory analyzer
and SPINdle processing time. In this circumstances, the study generates database independent Rule
Based System to process the adverse events does not require plenty time for generating conclusions
using given facts (with simple SQL queries and complex SQL queries with join operations) and formal
rules.
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Chapter VII

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Conclusions

Research is growing exponentially on Rule Based Systems for generating decisions by analyzing data
from databases. This is why we have completed our study on database independent model to analyze
the adverse events over the methodologies of Rule Based Online Management System (RuleOMS). We
have focused on the simultaneous access to a set of databases. Our system design required advanced
mathematical and analytical abilities to succeed in drawing database independence(i.e., retrieving data
on demand from multiple databases) to analyze the data. After removing the involved risks, we started
to plan the implementation of a study on Rule Based System over the existing Rule Based method. At
first, we analyzed the drawbacks for existing Rule Based methods to analyze adverse events. We found
that all the Rule Based Systems works with a single source of data. So, we designed a Rule Based
System which does not depend on the data source. For database independence in Rule Based System
design, we introduced the predicate translation database (PRTDB) which translates all the predicates in
SQL/JSON format to a database record with all the parameters. Data source retrieval (DSR) function
was used to fetch the database authentication information with field data from the database and transfer
to the presumption retrieval function (PRF). And, PRF was used to generate SQL query to fetch data
from the database with and without join operation and conditional statements.

Defeasible Logic (DL) was used to generate rules for improved business analytic abilities to analyze
adverse events. SPINdle rule reasoner was responsible for generating conclusions by loading theories
generated by defeasible logic. The graphical user interface (GUI) was designed using JAVA program-
ming language. We installed the software (i.e., Eclipse, Glassfish/ Tomcat) on the local computers with
running Windows and MAC operating systems to generate show the web interface for our developed
program. End users are able to input data into the system and our database independent Rule Based
System is generating conclusions based on the predefined rules & regulations. Also, the study on
Rule Based System produces a facility for both the end users and conclusions processing systems by
removing the strain of database selection. The study outputs database independent Rule Based System
which can adopt databases automatically for generating conclusions from the given facts on adverse
events. Moreover, the generated Rule Based System is effective for analyzing large datasets.

Our study on database independent analysis of adverse events using Rule Based Systems has a huge
impact on the technological world. In the study, we have only experimented with the adverse events
from two sample databases which can be featured with extra features for analyzing adverse events to
extract conclusions from multiple databases.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Works

The growing need for data analysis for conclusions and reporting is a great problem now a day. There are
a huge amount of structured and unstructured data-sets. The Government & professional organizations,
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educational institutions, scientific research, sensors and more generate datum. Rule Based Reporting
System covers the integration of rules and regulations for making a decision over adverse events stored
in the FDA & ChildSafe database. So, our main objective of this study on Rule Based System is to
generate assumptions and alerts from data stored in multiple databases using DL and SPINdle rule
reasoner based on a set of guidelines. We also studied about the extension of the proposed Rule
Based Systems for simultaneous reasoning of adverse events from multiple data sources and listed the
following recommendations.

• The proposed research method can be extended to generate conclusions from unstructured data
like generated log files(i.e., stored as text files).

• The data cleaning (removing/ ignoring NULL values) may be introduced with the proposed Rule
Based System.

• The grammatical/ syntax errors can be minimized to detect the repetitions of the words in the
available dataset.

• The method for generating the rules can be changed to evaluate the impact for the processing of
adverse events.

• The proposed methodology can be introduced with more features of artificial intelligence for
generating conclusions

• Generating conclusions from terabytes of data to make decisions.
• High computation power may be used to generate conclusions quickly.
Finally, we can say that the study on Rule Based Systems is very useful for making decisions instantly

by computation from different types of data sources. The Rule Based System eases the hard works
introducing artificial intelligence in decision making.
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